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MoxWords is a cutting-edge document translation
platform designed to streamline your translation process
and enhance communication across languages. With its

user-friendly interface and powerful features, MoxWords
takes the hassle out of translation, allowing you to focus

on what matters most: your content.

Ready to revolutionize your translation process? Get
started with MoxWords today!



WELCOME TO A WORLD OF SPEED AND CONVENIENCE

Translation Memory for Time and Cost Savings:
Create a translation memory within MoxWords
to save time and increase efficiency. The
platform remembers previous translations,
enabling you to reuse them in future projects.
Say goodbye to repetitive translations and hello
to enhanced productivity.

Custom Terminology Alignment:
Align your translations with your organization's
branding guidelines by adding custom
terminology. Maintain consistency and accuracy
across all translated content, ensuring a
seamless brand experience.

Powered by MoxWave's Adaptive Learning:
MoxWords harnesses the power of MoxWave, an
advanced neural translation engine that
continuously learns and improves over time. Any
corrections or feedback provided by users are
utilized to enhance the translation quality,
resulting in increasingly accurate translations.

Expanded File Format Support:
MoxWords is committed to meeting your
evolving needs. In the future, we will be adding
support for additional file formats, including
images, PDFs, audio files, and videos. Stay tuned
for even more possibilities!

Seamless Translation Process:
Just upload your document, select the
desired language, and download the
translated document. It's that simple! No
more complicated steps or time-
consuming processes.

Wide Range of Support:
MoxWords supports over 80 languages
and accepts over 12 different file formats,
ensuring compatibility and convenience.
Whether it's a Word document,
PowerPoint presentation, or Excel
spreadsheet, we've got you covered.

Automated Email Alerts:
Stay informed at every step of the
translation process with automated email
alerts. Receive notifications for document
upload confirmation, translation
completion, and more. No need for
manual follow-ups or phone calls.

Flexibility of Machine or Human
Translation:
MoxWords offers the flexibility to choose
between machine translation or human
translation, depending on your specific
needs. Opt for fast and cost-effective
machine translation or high-quality
human translation for a more nuanced
result.

Easy Editing Capabilities:
Make edits and revisions effortlessly
within the translated document.
MoxWords provides a user-friendly
interface that allows you to fine-tune the
translation according to your preferences,
ensuring accuracy and consistency.

Experience seamless translation
like never before. Enter the future

of translation with MoxWords!
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